Addendum A
Licensed Products

This Amendment is hereby incorporated into the IEEE Smart Grid Research Agreement – Perpetual Access executed November 21, 2014 between The Regents of the University of California on behalf of the California Digital Library ("Licensee") and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers ("IEEE"). The parties agree to be bound by the terms and conditions from the previously signed license agreement, and acknowledge the additional selection of licensed products.

The additional licensed product is defined as the following:

CABA Impact of Smart Grid on Connected Homes – Landmark Research Study, Perpetual Access Option

The features of each Licensed Product are described at: <http://www.ieee.org/web/publications/subscriptions/index.htm>.

Updated Terms of Use:

1. Section 1(e) shall now state: "Licensed Products" means the IEEE Smart Grid research Documents selected by Licensee and identified in the invoice and CABA Impact of Smart Grid on Connected Homes – Landmark Research Study;

2. Section 6(a) shall now include: The copy shall not include CABA Impact of Smart Grid on Connected Homes – Landmark Research Study or any content licensed by IEEE from third-party content providers or for which IEEE otherwise does not have the right to provide archival access.

Authorized Sites:

1. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)
2. University of California, Berkeley
3. University of California, San Diego
4. University of California, Los Angeles
5. University of California, Davis
6. University of California, Irvine
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